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With 30 brands, we knew it was imperative to have a portfolio that simply showcases our brands 
in a way that allows consumers to infer both price and experience, globally  

Our portfolio architecture categorizes the brands into Luxury, Premium and Select and then 
further expresses the experience through Classic, which are timeless experiences, and Distinctive, 
where the brands have a unique point of view in a category 
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L U X U R Y  BRANDS

With sublime style, bespoke service and lavish 
amenities, Marriott International Luxury Brands 
provide an unrivaled experience for the modern 
luxury consumer 

LET US STAY WITH YOU®

The Ritz-Carlton® creates experiences 
so exceptional that long after a guest 

stays with us, the experience stays 
with them.

THE JW TREATMENT
JW Marriott® cultivates experiences 
that deepen and shape our guests’ 
lives through awe-inspiring spaces, 

programming inspired by guest passions, 
and warm and  intuitive service.

LIVE EXQUISITE
St. Regis® perfects every aspect of 
every moment, finding care and 

pleasure in the most minute detail. We 
create an atmosphere of great subtlety 

and refinement.

CATEGORY Classic Classic Classic
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 153 97 62

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 250 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms Typical size: 170 rooms

WI-FI Public space complimentary; 
in-room complimentary for members

Public space complimentary;
in-room complimentary for members Complimentary

BREAKFAST 24-hour in-room dining; restaurants
Restaurant; well-being-inspired 

options; select illy® cafés; 
24-hour in-room dining

Restaurants; 24-hour private dining; 
gourmet options

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Legendary service, meaningful 
experiences and lasting memories;  

Ritz Kids; memorable moments that 
enliven the sense of place for 

The Ritz-Carlton; culinary excellence

Awe-inspiring design;  
enriching culinary, culture and  

well-being experiences; warm and 
intuitive service

Anticipatory St. Regis Butler Service; 
signature rituals; the best address in 

every destination

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

16 Michelin-starred restaurants; 
concept restaurants; 

24-hour in-room dining

Culturally inspired lobby lounges;  
on-site chef-driven concept restaurants

Chef-affiliated restaurants;  
24-hour private dining

MEETING SIZES All meeting sizes All meeting sizes Small to medium meetings

MEETING 
FEATURES

Meeting of the Senses; The Ritz-Carlton 
Meeting Services App: ((Chime))

Tailored menus; "Chef on Show" 
live demonstrations;

Meeting Services App (JW Event Concierge)

Luxury meetings with 
high-end culinary
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OUR CROWN JEWELS.  
YOUR HOME AT THE ENDS  

OF THE EARTH.
Ritz-Carlton Reserve®  

properties are rare estates, set 
apart from the world, where 

the heartfelt care and craft of 
individuals is felt at every turn.

HOTELS THAT DEFINE 
THE DESTINATION®

From legendary palaces and 
remote retreats to timeless 
modern classics, The Luxury 

Collection® enables discerning 
travelers to collect a 

world of intriguing experiences full 
of indigenous allure.

CONTEMPORARY 
ITALIAN LUXURY 

At Bulgari Hotels, guests are 
enchanted though inspired, 

radiant and graceful service. By 
practicing “pure presence,” we 

also enhance our guests’ prestige 
and pleasure.

THE NEW GENERATION 
OF LUXURY

Conceived in partnership with 
American visionary Ian Schrager, 

EDITION® redefines the codes 
of traditional luxury.  Hotels are 

stunning microcosms of the world’s 
top cites, balancing innovative 
design and the best in service, 

food, beverage and entertainment 
on a global scale.

INSIDER ACCESS TO 
WHAT’S NEW/NEXT

W Hotels is an iconic lifestyle 
brand born from the bold attitude 

and 24/7 culture of New York 
City. Renowned for breaking the 

norms of traditional luxury around 
the globe, the brand’s fun-filled 

attitude and infectious energy fuel 
guests’ endless appetite to soak it 

in, live it up and hit repeat.   

CATEGORY Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 4 123 11 13 73

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 75 rooms Typical size: 200 rooms Ranges: 75-125 rooms Typical size: 250 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms

WI-FI Complimentary
Public space complimentary; 

in-room complimentary 
for members

Varies by hotel Complimentary
Public space 

complimentary;  
in-room varies by hotel

BREAKFAST 24-hour in-villa dining; 
concept restaurants 24-hour in-room dining; restaurants

Breakfast à la carte—served 
anytime, anywhere; 

24-hour in-room dining

World-renowned chefs serving 
creative cuisine

24-hour in-room-dining and 
signature restaurants

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Culturally immersive experiences; 
dining beyond F&B; personal hosts 

(butlers); immersive spa; 
local experts

Frette linens; Byredo amenities; 
epicurean experiences; access  

to local destinations;  
Les Clefs d’Or–certified concierge

Reference to local culture; 
Italian contemporary luxury 

feel; enriched by rare and lavish 
materials

Ian Schrager’s sophisticated 
design combined with 

personalized service to produce 
understated luxury

W Hotels sits alongside luxury, 
not confined by it; Whatever/
Whenever® service gives you 

whatever you want whenever you 
want it; W Insiders connect guests 
to what’s new/next and local; W 

Happenings set the scene

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

Customized private dining
High-concept restaurant with 

focus on indigenous menus; bar/
lounge

Contemporary Italian cuisine; 
signature Oval Bar

Regional one-of-a-kind 
culinary creations and local 

theatrical talent provide 
unforgettable experiences

F&B at W Hotels is bold & unique, 
energized & connected, smart & 
fresh. Every concept is bespoke 

to the destination and local 
crowd

MEETING 
SIZES Small meetings Small to medium meetings Small to medium meetings All meeting sizes Small to medium meetings

MEETING 
FEATURES

Entirely bespoke; 
culturally immersive

Luxury meetings; high-end 
indigenous culinary

The utmost privacy; custom 
menus; exquisite backdrop; 

bespoke events

Uniquely designed spaces; 
world-class menus from 

celebrated chefs

Vibrant atmospheres; energized 
meeting breaks; spaces that fuel 

creativity and inspiration
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Tailored for the discerning business traveler, 
Marriott’s Premium brands are defined 
by their full-service approach, thoughtful 
programming and sophisticated style  

P R E M I U M  BRANDS

TRAVEL BRILLIANTLY®

Marriott Hotels® inspires brilliance with 
spaces and experiences that keep the 
mind balanced sharp and inspired. We 
enable moments of ingenuity so guests 

feel successful, rewarded 
and accomplished.

THIS IS WHERE YOU BELONG
At the heart of communities for 80 

years, Sheraton creates a connection 
point in 72+ countries around the globe 

for guests who want to gather, meet 
new people and see the world.

SIMPLE MADE PERFECT®

For guests who desire productivity and 
efficiency, Delta Hotels by Marriott® 

delivers smart value, momentum and 
the opportunity to recharge and move 

seamlessly from one mission to the next.

CATEGORY Classic Classic Classic
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 587 443 81

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 300 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms

WI-FI Public space complimentary; 
in-room complimentary for members

Public space complimentary; in-room 
complimentary for members Complimentary

BREAKFAST À la carte; buffet;  
coffee outlet Restaurant; grab and go Restaurant; grab and go with prepared 

and made-to-order options

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Elevated design and famous warm 
service; restorative guest room; 

Greatroom Lobby; M Club; TED content 
that inspires

Sheraton Club; Business services;  
Sheraton Grand; Sheraton Spa

Premium sleep experience;  
complimentary water;  

dialed-up work area with large desk 
and monitor; Delta Hotels Pantry

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

Greatroom bar and restaurant;  
varies by market—restaurant, coffee, 

room service, pool bar

Restaurant and grab & go options 
inspired by global cuisine and local 

flavors

Delta bar;  
grab and go options all day

MEETING SIZES All meeting sizes All meeting sizes All meeting sizes

MEETING 
FEATURES

Red Coat Program with high-tech 
tools (Red Coat Direct) and high touch 

experts (Event Services)

Team of meeting planning experts and 
variety of venues and options

Flexible space; modern technology;  
award-winning culinary
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LIVE YOUR JOURNEY.
Marriott Executive Apartments®,  

designed for accomplished expats, is a  
five-star-serviced apartment with 

sophisticated style and tailored services.  
Our staff serve as ambassadors to our 

longer-stay guests so that they can 
connect, accomplish and explore their  

new locale. 

WELCOME TO  
VACATION GREATNESS 

Marriott Vacation Club® is the recognized 
leader in vacation ownership, with a  

global system of premium resorts and 
diverse experiences for those that live the  

vacation lifestyle.

EVERYTHING IN ONE 
PLACE – SO YOU CAN  

HAVE IT ALL.
Gaylord Hotels® offers flawless service 

and exciting convention, entertainment 
and lifestyle experiences, all in one place.

LET’S RISE.
No matter what obstacles travel puts 

between our guests and their well-being, 
signature wellness programs from Westin® 
are designed to empower them to stay in 

control and soar above it all. 

CATEGORY Classic/Longer-stays Classic Distinctive Distinctive
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 33 69 6 234

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 125 rooms Ranges: 50-1,000 rooms Typical size: 1,500 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms

WI-FI Complimentary Complimentary Public space complimentary;  
in-room complimentary for members

Public space complimentary; in-room 
complimentary for members

BREAKFAST Breakfast available for purchase at 
select properties

Marketplace or Marketplace Express; 
grab and go Offered daily at select restaurants SuperFoodsRX™ breakfast menu

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Safe locations in highly desirable areas; 
fully furnished apartments with full 

kitchens and washer/dryers; 24/7 service

Premium vacation ownership resorts; also 
includes Marriott Vacation Club PulseSM in 

the heart of vibrant cities

Meet the Extraordinary meetings focus—
service excellence, stunning surroundings 

and unrivaled expertise

WestinWORKOUT®;  
Gear Lending with New Balance®;  

Westin Heavenly® Bed & Bath

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

Restaurants and bars in select hotels
On-site convenience store; 

food & beverage options vary by resort; 
outdoor grilling spaces

Award-winning restaurants; assortment of 
casual dining options

SuperFoodsRX™ menu; Westin Fresh by 
the Juicery juices and smoothies

MEETING SIZES Small meetings (select hotels only) Small meetings (select resorts only) All meeting sizes All meeting sizes

MEETING 
FEATURES

Available space and amenities vary by 
hotel

Available space and amenities 
vary by resort

World-class facilities;  
Celebrity Service and Conference 
Coordinators; entertaining spaces 

Tangent™ at Westin small meeting 
spaces; Clutter-Free meetings; 

SuperFoodsRX™ breaks
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DESTINATION UNLOCKED.
Inspired by the era of glamourous travel,  
Le Méridien unlocks destinations around  

the world, celebrating each culture 
through the distinctly European spirit of 

savouring the good life.

STORIES WORTH RETELLING
At Renaissance, we give our guests an 
open invitation to discover something 

unexpected and create experiences that 
pique their curiosity and excite their 

senses so that our guests always come 
away with new stories to share.

EXACTLY LIKE NOTHING ELSE®

At Autograph, we celebrate individuality 
and stand against one-size-fits-all. We 
select hotels, each exactly like nothing 

else, 
offering unique perspectives on design,  

craft and hospitality. 

STAY WITH CHARACTER
A family of independent boutique hotels 

bound by their Indie spirit and heart 
for connecting people and places. Each 

Tribute Portfolio hotel has a unique 
personality and sense of character all 
their own, offering captivating design, 

vibrant social scenes, and sincere 
service. 

CATEGORY Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 110 175 199 48

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 260 rooms Typical size: 300 rooms Typical size: 200 rooms Typical size: 200 rooms

WI-FI Public space complimentary; 
in-room complimentary for members

Public space complimentary;  
in-room complimentary for members

Public space complimentary;  
in-room complimentary for members

Public space—varies;  
in-room complimentary for members 

BREAKFAST Signature dishes;  
European-inspired buffet 

Restaurant with indigenous signature 
items Locally inspired options that vary by hotel Locally inspired options that vary by 

hotel

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Mid-century modern design;  
Le Méridien Hub; Arrival Art;  

Unlock Art™; A New Wave 24 hour playlist;  
Malin + Goetz bath amenities

Navigator (concierge); evenings at 
Renaissance on-property events; stylish 

design with sensory programming

Unique hotel design;  
signature moments

Captivating design; emphasis on free-
flowing public spaces; sincere service

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

European classics with a local touch; 
café culture and master barista at every 
hotel, Sparkling aperitif and Petit Plates 

programme

Focus on beverage/bar; indigenous menu 
offerings; independent restaurants

Restaurants and bars with indigenous fare 
and crafted cocktails

Varies by hotel; focus on flexible dining 
options that encourage guests to gather

MEETING SIZES All meeting sizes All meeting sizes All meeting sizes Small to medium meetings

MEETING 
FEATURES

Creative Meetings: signature boardroom 
styling; destination-inspired breaks;  

team-building

R.E.N. Meetings: designed for the senses 
and infused with local flavor

Comfortable boardrooms to grand 
ballrooms; one-of-a-kind, original settings

Brought to life by each hotel’s 
personality, our meeting spaces provide 
new perspectives, each different from 

the rest
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S E L E C T  BRANDS

PASSION MOVES US FORWARD
For ambitious and enterprising guests 
who see business travel as a driver of 
fulfillment and professional growth, 
Courtyard® provides opportunities to 
be their most creative and successful 

selves.

TRAVEL REINVENTED.
Where timeless classics are woven with 
modern details. Where business meets 
pleasure. Designed for the independent 
traveler seeking balance, Four Points® 
offers a chance to kick back and relax.

A LITTLE EXTRA,  
A LOT LESS ORDINARY™

SpringHill Suites is a fresh take on 
mixing business and pleasure, because 
it’s all about getting a little bit more so 

guests can enjoy their time away.

CATEGORY Classic Classic Classic
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 1,265 293 485

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 125 rooms Typical size: 134 rooms Typical size: 128 rooms

WI-FI Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

BREAKFAST Made-to-order offerings available Casual restaurant with a variety of fresh 
breakfast options

Complimentary hot breakfast with 
healthy and indulgent choices

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Largest number of locations of any 
Marriott brand; design that enables 

transitions between work and moments 
of pause

Best Brews, with at least one local 
craft beer; in North America, weekly 

90-minute Best Brews and BBQ event

Spacious suites with upscale furnishings; 
specially designed work desk; natural 

light

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

NORTH AMERICA: The Bistro, new menu 
featuring classics with a twist Full service restaurant with classic 

comfort foods for breakfast and dinner;  
bar/lounge offers two local craft beers

24/7 market with premium snacks and 
beverages, including craft beerINTERNATIONAL: Upscale, casual dining 

with made-to-order breakfast offerings

MEETING SIZES Small to medium meetings; ballroom 
space (available in select urban markets)

Small to medium meetings  
(select hotels only)

Small to medium meetings  
(select hotels only)

MEETINGS 
FEATURES

Basic meeting amenities available;  
event and catering options vary by  

location and hotel size

Basic meeting amenities available;  
event and catering options vary by  

location and hotel size

Meeting space available in select hotels; 
no event or catering support

Marriott’s Select brands provide the 
value-conscious business traveler with 
modern design, efficient service and 
sensible amenities 
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CONFIDENTLY 
UNIQUE HOTELS.

Protea Hotels® offers modern design and 
amenities, with warm, personal service so 
our travelers feel important and cared for.

WELCOME TO THE BEAUTY OF 
SIMPLICITY.™

Fairfield by Marriott guarantees a 
beautifully simple stay wherever you 

travel. Our Marriott family farm heritage 
inspires a calming, reliable experience 

characterized by warm hospitality, all at a 
great value.

IT’S NOT A ROOM. 
IT’S A RESIDENCE.®

Residence Inn by Marriott®’s passionate 
culture of service and upscale, all-suite-
hotels offering provides an experience 
that fosters connections and enables 

exploration, helping ambitious, longer-stay 
travelers thrive.

ADD LIFE TO LONGER STAYS.®

TownePlace Suites by Marriott® helps  
longer-stay guests stay productive and 
upbeat, with highly personalized service 
and clever design details that give them 

a sense of calm and comfort on extended 
stays.

CATEGORY Classic Classic Classic/Longer-stays Classic/Longer-stays
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 76 1,127 869 446

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 100 rooms Typical size: 111 rooms Typical size: 128 rooms Typical size: 112 rooms

WI-FI Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

BREAKFAST Made-to-order and buffet options 
available Complimentary hot breakfast Complimentary hot breakfast with daily 

rotating items Complimentary hot breakfast

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Unique design that varies by hotel;  
modern guest rooms;  

inviting lobbies and public spaces 

The Fairfield Guarantee®; locations across 
3 continents, from gateway cities to leisure 

destinations to suburban markets

Spacious suites with full kitchens;  
outdoor living spaces; RI Runs routes on  

Under Armour Map My Fitness app

Suites with full kitchens; HomeOffice desk; 
TowneMap®; ultimate Weber® grilling 
experience on the outdoor patios; The 

Container Store® closets

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

Restaurants and bars in most hotels 24/7 access to The Market; healthy options
RI Mix with complimentary beverages and 
snacks; complimentary grocery delivery; 

24/7 market

24/7 “In a Pinch” market with beverages 
and microwaveable meals

MEETING SIZES All meeting sizes (select hotels only) Small meetings (select hotels only) Small to medium meetings Small to medium meetings 
(select hotels only)

MEETING 
FEATURES

Available space and amenities vary by 
hotel

Meeting space available in select hotels; no 
event or catering support

Available space and amenities vary by 
hotel

Meeting space available in select hotels; no 
event or catering support
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A NEW WAY TO HOTEL
AC Hotels by Marriott® is thoughtfully 

designed for the traveler with an 
entrepreneurial spirit and an eye for 

quality over quantity.  We offer European 
modernism, style and a carefully edited 

experience that evokes a feeling of 
harmony and creativity.

DIFFERENT. BY DESIGN.
Designed for “always-on” travelers who 

love open spaces and open thinking. 
Where style is necessary, connectivity 
keeps up with you and social scenes  

are vibrant. 

PL AY ON
Moxy is a fun, stylish hotel designed for 
“always-on guests” who are turned on 

by new experiences. Our lively communal 
spaces and energetic crew help guests 
have a good time, all at a killer price.

STAY IN YOUR ELEMENT
Element provides a place for healthy, 

active travelers to thrive. With an 
ecoconscious philosophy, fitness options 
and healthy food, it’s a place where they 

can start every day fresh, focused and 
alive.

CATEGORY Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive Distinctive/Longer-stays
HOTELS 
As of Q4 2020 175 192 74 63

TYPICAL 
ROOM COUNT Typical size: 132 rooms Typical size: 136 rooms Typical size: 166 rooms Typical size: 123 rooms

WI-FI Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary Complimentary

BREAKFAST European-inspired;  
Nespresso® coffee

Re:fuel by AloftSM 24-hour Grab & Go;  
hot and cold food

Signature fresh hot Naans;  
drinks; 24/7 grab and go

Rise—signature, complimentary 
breakfast with healthy options featuring 

Chobani yogurt station

BRAND FEATURES

GENERAL 
FEATURES

Stylish, edited experience; evokes 
harmony and creativity; created for the 

entrepreneurial mindset

Live at Aloft entertainment; 
tech-forward approach

Bar check-in with welcome drink; 
communal, flexible spaces; 

amped-up  bar experience; self-service; 
tech-enabled everything

Ecoconscious and nature-inspired design; 
MOTION fitness center; Heavenly Bed; 

RELAX evening reception

FOOD & 
BEVERAGE 
FEATURES

Signature cocktails, beers and wines; 
tapas; European-inspired breakfast; 

Nespresso®

W XYZ® full bar with light snacks and bar 
fare

24/7 self-service;  
signature freshly prepared hot flats;  

full-service, always-on bar
Restore 24-hour pantry

MEETING SIZES Small meetings Small meetings Small meetings (select hotels only) Small meetings

MEETING 
FEATURES

Frictionless meetings;  
purposeful design;  

warm and attentive service
Small meeting packages available

Not your average meeting;  
your meeting, your rules;  

we provide the space, you create the fun
Multifunctional,  

self-contained meeting room
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T H E  R I T Z - C A R L T O N  YA C H T  C O L L E C T I O N

Designed to combine the luxury lifestyle of The Ritz-Carlton® and 

the casual freedom of a yachting vacation, The Ritz-Carlton Yacht 

Collection introduces bespoke voyages on the first of three custom-

built yachts launching in 2021  Calling on unique and distinguished 

destinations alike, most voyages range from seven to ten nights, 

offering many overnight calls and uniquely curated experiences 

ashore  Each yacht will feature 149 suites, each with its own private 

terrace, and accommodate up to 298 guests in a relaxed, casually 

elegant atmosphere  As with The Ritz-Carlton® on land, each 

yacht will feature personalized service, elevated dining and luxury 

amenities  The yachts are also available for private charter 

LIVE UNTETHERED, L IVE FULLY.
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H O M E S  &  V I L L A S  B Y  M A R R I O T T  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 

Homes & Villas by Marriott International is an expertly  

curated collection of private premium and luxury holiday  

homes around the world   

Each home is professionally managed and cleaned by a local  

property management company that provides 24/7 support   

All homes also include a fully-equipped kitchen, high speed  

Wi-Fi, premium linens and amenities, laundry and family-

friendly conveniences upon request 

Celebrate a key milestone, reunite with family, or plan a  

getaway with friends and enjoy all the assurances of Marriott 

THIS IS HOME.
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L O YA L T Y  P R O G R A M

Go further with Marriott Bonvoy™.  Become a member today.

ACCESS GRANTED

TO LEARN MORE VISIT MARRIOTTBONVOY.COM

Marriott Bonvoy means good travel 
 because travel changes and enriches  

you and the world.

EXPLORE
Marriott Bonvoy connects you to new 
experiences in extraordinary places.  
Be inspired to follow your passions.

DISCOVER
Marriott Bonvoy revolves around you  

with unparalleled member benefits  
and recognition.

REWARD

Santa Marina, a Luxury Collection Resort, Mykonos
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MEETINGS 
INNOVATION. 
MADE HERE.
When you host your event with Marriott 
International, we have one focus: to  
make you shine  Our innovative tools  
help streamline the process and our 
meetings experts ensure every element  
of your experience exceeds expectations 

With over 7,500 hotels in 132 countries, 
we offer an unrivaled range of style, 
service and atmosphere 

QUICK GROUP
Reserve your small meeting online 
instantly for 10-25 rooms and event 
space for up to 50 guests  Hold fewer 
“meetings about meetings” and simply 
get down to business 
Available at legacy Marriott hotels  
in the U.S. and Canada.

WIFI SIMPLIFIED
WiFi Simplified offers a clear process to 
get to the best technology solution for 
your event  Answer a few simple questions, 
and we’ll provide pricing or a one-on-one 
consultation for a custom solution 
Available at managed and franchised 
hotels in 50+ countries, including  
Autograph Collection, JW Marriott, 
Marriott Hotels, Renaissance Hotels 
and The Ritz-Carlton® locations.

MEETINGS SERVICES APP
Control your meetings’ needs, including 
room temperature, F&B, VIP essentials  
and almost anything else, all from the 
palm of your hand  Even manage your  
bill before, during and after your event 
Available at managed and franchised 
hotels in 50+ countries, including  
Autograph Collection, Courtyard by 
Marriott® locations, JW Marriott and 
Marriott Hotels.

PLANNING TOOLS

MARRIOTT CONVENTION NETWORKS IN THE AMERICAS,  
EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST
Our networks feature more than 170 world-class convention and resort hotels in  
the most desirable locations across the US, Canada, Europe, Middle East, Mexico  
and Caribbean  Our best-in-class teams are committed to innovation and creativity,  
for outstanding and memorable custom-tailored experiences 
Available at AC Hotels by Marriott®, Aloft® Hotels, Autograph Collection® Hotels,  
Gaylord Hotels®, JW Marriott®, Le Méridien®, Marriott® Hotels, Renaissance® Hotels, 
Sheraton® Hotels, St. Regis® Hotels & Resorts, The Luxury Collection®,  
The Ritz-Carlton®, W Hotels® and Westin® Hotels.

THE WESTIN MAUI RESORT & SPA, KA’ANAPALI

CONVENTION NETWORKS
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Through the Marriott Bonvoy Events program, eligible members who book and hold qualifying 
group meetings and events at participating properties are able to earn points or miles  
The website also includes: 
• News and updates about Marriott International’s meeting & event protocols 
• Inspirational stories and best practices of recently held events 
• Group promotions and offers from around the world 
Visit MarriottBonvoyEvents.com

LE MÉRIDIEN CYBERPORT, HONG KONG

MARRIOTT BONVOY™ EVENTS

MORE THAN A TRAVEL PROGRAM OFFERING 
FOR MEETINGS AND EVENTS. 



MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL OFFERS THE MOST DYNAMIC AND DIVERSE PORTFOLIO 
WITH 30 DISTINCT BRANDS TO SUIT EVERY TRIP, PURPOSE AND TRAVEL NEED.  
With more than 7,500 properties spanning 132 countries and territories, our guests have 

access to hotels that fit any lifestyle, at any moment, in any corner of the world  
Learn more at Marriott.com/business
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